Multilateral Development Banks and Climate: is the tide turning?

How MDBs can support long-term strategy development and its use in national development plans
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MDBs can support LTS development & its use in shorter-term national development plans and the implementation of national reforms

Multi-stakeholder consultation process resulting in:
- Science-based modelling of emissions reductions required by sector by 2050
- Analysis of vulnerabilities to climate change
- Analysis of barriers to investment

Country long-term vision (in LTS)
- Priority sectors and technologies for climate action
- Specific mitigation and/or adaptation targets by sector
- Government interventions needed in the country

Identification of:
- Investment priorities and their costing
- Financing options (public & private finance)
- Investment-supporting policy

Long-term financing based on:
- LTS-related feasibility studies and cost-benefit analyses
- Financing strategies and budgetary measures
- LTS-based national and sectoral development plans

Development of short-term activities for LTS implementation e.g. policy-based loans for domestic financial system reforms
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